Local RXC Chapter Recommendations
Thank you for your interest in running a (new or existing) RadicalxChange local chapter. We
are constantly compiling feedback to empower chapter owners and are building these
recommendations with you.

Recommended Steps to Create a New Local Chapter

1. Fill out the form that is available here or on the RXC website
2. Upon acceptance, inform the foundation of your team details (names, emails, phone
numbers, etc.)
3. Ask Emmanuel to add you and your team members to the RXC Slack channel to be able
to communicate with other local chapter owners and the foundation members
4. Send Emmanuel your details for your chapter be added to the RXC website
a. Picture
b. Bio
c. Email
d. Location of the meetup
e. Date of the meetups when known with description and link to register
f. Twitter handle if available
5. Create a page on meetup or the local equivalent, following this example:
https://www.meetup.com/RadicalXChange-NYC/
6. Create a Twitter social media channel (optional and only if you can maintain it) where
you can advertise RXC subjects and your upcoming events:
a. handle: RXC[cityname]
b. name: RadicalxChange [City Name]
c. Logo: TBD [see examples of Montreal, Boston]
d. Make sure to follow the foundation so we can retweet your announcements
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Example of a Meetup Agenda Flow
Setup: circle discussion or formal classroom style
1. Introduction to RXC and the ideas
20 min presentation of a concept from Radical Markets by the meetup organizers or
someone from RXC foundation if available (if a paper is available on the subject, it can
be sent to the participants ahead of time for those who want to read it before the
meetup)
2. Application or Deeper Dive in Small Groups (40 min)
For the doers: discussion of a concrete project or company directly using the concept
presented (best to invite someone from the company to present) or of a concrete, local
problem that could be fixed with this mechanism
3. Presentation of the Meetup Discussions / Conclusions to the Group (15 min)
Each subgroup presents some subjects discussed so that the whole group can be aware
of the discussions and continue after the meetup
4. Conclusion by the meetup organizer (15 min)
Make sure to include follow up action items + collect email addresses of people who
want to be involved + announce the next meetup and the potential subject (15 min)
5. Networking and drinks (optional) (30 min)

Ideas of Meetup Subjects
1. Inaugural Meetup: introduction to Radical Markets ideas and the RadicalxChange
foundations
2. Introduction to COST, QV, QF, or Data Dignity with on-hands activities with local or
practical examples
3. About Digital Identity
4. Game night with COST Monopoly: see here
5. About data as labor
6. Event with RXC Students (if you can include a local university)
7. Casual networking event
8. Mechanism Design workshop
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Recommended Frequency
It depends on your availability. We recommend once a month or once every two months to keep
people engaged.
Between meetups, here are a few ideas to keep people engaged and connect them together:
- Get people’s emails at each meetup and send a follow up / thank you email the day after
the meetup
- Make sure to follow up with the people who expressed interest in participating in RXC
(more to come on this subject)
- Invite the most interested participants to continue chatting on Slack or other local
messaging platform

Contacts
-

Manny Midy, Local Chapter Coordination, emmanuel@radicalxchange.org
Fanny Lakoubay, Communications, fanny@radicalxchange.org

Please send us ideas to make the local chapters more successful. This document was based
on experiences with existing chapters to help new ones get set up.
See you soon at a local meetup!
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